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Abstract— As the pace of COVID-19 research rapidly
escalated during the pandemic, we built a platform to help
biomedical experts easily discover published research about
potential COVID-19 therapeutics and vaccines. The platform,
COVID-TIB for short, uses rule-based natural language
processing to identify documents about viruses, drugs, and
vaccine types at scale. COVID-TIB displays numbers of journal
papers, preprints, and clinical trials about particular drugs and
SARS-CoV-2 and other viruses, binned by research stage. Users
can apply multiple filters (e.g., recency, publication type, virus)
to winnow results, select a set to see document metadata with
links, and download search results. Users can also search for
terms in the full text of papers and filter papers based on these
search terms. In addition, users can link out to xDD’s COSMOS
system (https://xdd.wisc.edu/set_visualizer/sets/xdd-covid-19) to
browse figures and tables related to a virus and therapeutic.
COVID-TIB currently presents information on 13 viruses and
nearly 3,000 therapeutics found in 26K paper abstracts and
clinical trial summaries. COVID-TIB can be used to browse
recent drug research, identify promising drug candidates, gather
information for reviews and meta-analyses, and track research
over
time.
COVID-TIB
is
available
at
https://covidtib.c19hcc.org/.
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I. INTRODUCTION
With the urgent need for treatments during the COVID-19
pandemic, scientific literature about COVID-19 grew rapidly,
at a rate of 10K papers per month (1). To help biomedical
experts track and discover scientific results, we sought to
develop a resource for easily finding publications and clinical
trials about candidate COVID-19 therapeutics. This system had
to be developed quickly to meet immediate needs and had to be
built without the benefit of prior curated data for training
algorithms. The system needed a pipeline to regularly process
new documents at scale, and a dashboard to make these results
easily accessible. The system also needed to be easy to adapt to
meet the rapidly evolving research landscape, including
changing virus nomenclature and new drugs.
Here we describe the platform we developed called the
COVID-19 Therapeutic Information Browser, or COVID-TIB
for short. This platform includes a natural language processing
(NLP) pipeline to identify papers about therapeutics, viruses,
vaccines, and research stages; a dashboard for easily exploring
these results; and full-text search capabilities. In this report, we
focus on the therapeutics portion.

II. METHODS
A. Natural Language Processing
Prior to the pandemic, we developed a platform for
identifying vaccine-related research for viruses. The platform
used a rule-based NLP software called Reach (2), which we
extended to extract information about viruses and vaccine
types by creating a dictionary of virus names and writing rules
for identifying types of vaccines, such as vector-based, protein
subunit, and DNA vaccines. The initial platform also included
a curation user interface for manually reviewing this extracted
information and associated text evidence. When the SARSCoV-2 outbreak started, we added reading for SARS-CoV-2
and related coronaviruses, therapeutics, and six research stages,
such as clinical study, case report, and cell assay. The pipeline
consists of the following steps:
1. Select and download potentially relevant documents to
process. Sources include PubMed abstracts and metadata
(https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/); preprint abstracts and
metadata from CORD-19 (3; https://www.semanticscholar.org
/cord19); and clinical trial summaries and metadata from
ClinicalTrials.gov (https://clinicaltrials.gov/). Documents for
processing were identified by querying for a list of virus
names and their synonyms.
2. Extract entity information from sentences, utilizing
Reach (2) rules, custom dictionaries for drugs and viruses,
and keywords for vaccine information and research stages.
The
virus
dictionary
uses
NCBI
Taxon
Ids
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/taxonomy). To create the drug
dictionary, we started with a DrugBank dictionary (public
domain DrugBank Vocabulary v5.1.5, released on January 3,
2020;
https://go.drugbank.com/releases/5-1-5#open-data),
removed irrelevant compounds such as allergens, and
manually added drugs and synonyms using information from
ClinicalTrials.gov metadata, the CORONA registry
(https://cdcn.org/corona-data-viewer/), word embeddings from
COSMOS (https://cosmos.wisc.edu), and other lists. We
periodically manually update the dictionary by adding new
drugs and synonyms found in ClinicalTrials.gov metadata and
in papers. Each therapeutic has either a DrugBank or
PubChem
(https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/)
identifier
where available. The dictionary has 34,506 synonyms for
12,286 therapeutics. For research stages, example keywords
include “patient”, “hospital*”, “ICU”, “first case”, “in an
adult”, “model*”, “IC50”, and “Phase I”.
3. Assemble extracted entity information across sentences
within documents and classify documents. We classified
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documents as being about a virus-drug pair and a research
stage by creating rules and using thresholds of evidence. For
virus-drug pairs, we required that 1) the drug (including any
synonym) be mentioned at least once in the title, abstract,
clinical trial summary, or ClinicalTrials.gov metadata
Intervention field. and 2) the virus or viral disease be
mentioned either once in the title or at least twice collectively
in the title and abstract. For research stage classification, we
defined eight stages: Clinical study, Emergency use and case
report, Nonhuman primate, Small animal, Cell line, In vitro,
AI/In silico, and Review. Documents that fell outside of
classification criteria were classified as Not Identified and the
In vitro category was used only in manual curation.
Documents were classified as belonging to a research stage
using rules involving numbers of keywords associated with
stages within an abstract, incidence of particular phrases in the
title, and PubMed paper type metadata. When rules pointed to
multiple research stages, the most advanced research stage
was assigned to the document. We implemented these rules in
a series of R programming language scripts, which also
cleaned the data and removed many preprint-journal paper
duplicates.
We iteratively improved the entity extraction methods and
classification rules over time after COVID-TIB’s initial
release. During the first several months, we manually
reviewed and curated a portion of the results from the NLP
pipeline with our curation user interface and used observations
about erroneous classifications to inform changes to rules in
the NLP pipeline. Earlier versions of COVID-TIB indicated
which results were curated. In the current version of COVIDTIB, curation status is no longer marked and curated
information now constitutes just 2% of the results presented.
We assessed precision for SARS-CoV-2-drug pair and
research stage classifications by manually evaluating the NLP
results available in COVID-TIB in spring 2021 and found that
precision for SARS-CoV-2-drug pairs in papers and preprints
classified with a research stage other than “Not Identified”
was 0.96. We assessed recall for publications by comparing
NLP results to a set of abstracts about COVID-19 and any
named drug that we manually identified from the LitCovid
Treatment
set
(1;
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/research/coronavirus/).
We
found a recall of 0.89; a third of the misses were due to drug
names not being present in our dictionary. Additional
information about precision and recall measures for the
SARS-CoV-2-drug and research stage results and additional
details about the NLP pipeline are available on the COVIDTIB website (https://covidtib.c19hcc.org/) in the data
dictionary file, reached via the Data download button.
We further extended COVID-TIB to include full text search
by integrating capabilities from the eXtract Dark Data (xDD)
searchable digital library with full-text content provided by
open access and partner publishers (https://xdd.wisc.edu/;
COVID-19
instance:
https://xdd.wisc.edu/set_visualizer/sets/xdd-covid-19).
Information from text, tables, and figures was also retrieved

using xDD’s COSMOS system (https://cosmos.wisc.edu), a
machine-learning based platform designed to serve as a
technical assistant for discovering and extracting information
from documents (4,5).
B. The Dashboard
The dashboard is an R Shiny application deployed using
ShinyProxy. It includes a homepage with a description of
COVID-TIB and a menu to navigate to other pages, including
a viral therapeutics page, a vaccine page, descriptions of the
research stages, and links to downloadable files that include a
demo about how to use COVID-TIB.
On the Viral Therapeutics page, the table at the top shows
the number of documents found for a virus (shown at the top
of the table) about a therapeutic (row), in a specific research
stage (columns below virus) (Fig. 1). The table is initially
sorted by descending document abundance among
therapeutics; users can sort by other columns or search for a
particular therapeutic by typing in a name in the search box
under “Therapeutic”. Users can also use filters on the menu
bar to limit by publication date, type of document, and virus.
Clicking on a number in the table generates a new table with
metadata about these documents (shown in Fig. 2); these
results can be downloaded as a csv. Clicking a number also
generates a link-out to COSMOS, which provides figures and
tables from full text papers about SARS-CoV-2 and the
chosen drug (Fig. 3). There is also a field to search for terms
in the full text of journal papers via the xDD searchable digital
library. This filters the results in the upper table to those that
contain the search terms; the metadata table (Fig. 2) shows
links to text snippets containing the search terms from these
papers.
The initial version of the COVID-TIB dashboard was
made publicly available on May 15, 2020. To date, the
pipeline has processed over 270K documents. The dashboard
currently displays information about nearly 3,000 different
therapeutics involved in COVID-19 research found in nearly
26K paper abstracts, preprints, and clinical trials.
III. USE CASES AND EVALUATION RESULTS
COVID-TIB can be used to find studies about a particular
drug, to see the drugs that have been investigated for COVID19 across research stages, and to find drugs investigated in the
context of user-queried topics. To date, COVID-TIB has been
used by researchers in gathering information for drug research
studies and in report writing. Information from COVID-TIB
has also been used to find papers more efficiently for a
curation effort, for test cases for EMMAA models
(https://emmaa.indra.bio/) of drug-molecular interactions, and
for analyzing trends in COVID-19 drug research over time
(see briefing for NIAID Data Science Seminar Series available
on the COVID-TIB website).
In the BioCreative Track 4 evaluation, 11 reviewers with
informatics or COVID-19 experimental research experience
evaluated COVID-TIB by trying suggested use cases and then
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Fig. 1. Menu with filters and the Viral Therapeutics page, showing numbers of documents about therapeutics and research stages for SARS-CoV-2. Here the
user has started to type in a drug name in the search box and sees drugs with “to” in the name.

Fig. 2. Document metadata table for Bamlanivimab with full text search for “variant” or “strain”.

Fig. 3. Link out to COSMOS and xdd (https://xdd.wisc.edu/set_visualizer/sets/xdd-covid-19) to view figures and tables about a selected drug and SARS-CoV-2.
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exploring COVID-TIB with their own questions. The
reviewers then filled in a survey with open response and
Likert scale questions. Nine of the 11 reviewers agreed with
the statement “I thought the system was easy to use”, and just
one disagreed. Multiple reviewers commented that they liked
that the system was easy to use, fast, and well-organized.
However, three reviewers reported that some aspects did take
at least a little time to figure out. One reviewer noted that the
text snippets from full-text search were useful for assessing
the relevance of articles. In response to the question, “How
likely is it that you would recommend the system to a
colleague performing COVID research?” eight reviewers
responded positively (7 or higher on a 10-point Likert scale).
When asked about applications for which the system could be
useful, reviewers suggested the following: knowing the state
of research for a type of vaccine, searching for information
about bio-active molecules beyond COVID-19, finding
information for systematic reviews, and clinical guideline
development.
Multiple reviewers suggested that the system could be
improved by adding a reset button to easily return to the
original state after applying queries and filters. Two reviewers
suggested improvements for finding drugs, including adding
ability to search for synonyms and typo versions of the drug
names in addition to the displayed names, and ability to sort
the drug list alphabetically. A couple reviewers also suggested
highlighting the selected number and/or corresponding result
to make the connection between the user selection and the
results more apparent. In addition, a few reviewers suggested
improvements to the data available for download, including
additional formats and larger batches of results in a single
download.
Two comments suggest that comprehensiveness is a
concern. One reviewer commented that the system could be
very useful “if we trust that it is comprehensive.” Another
reviewer listed five drugs that they looked for and were unable
to find. We corroborated that these drugs are not currently in
our dictionary; they appear in PubChem and in COVID-19
abstracts in LitCovid (1) but are not at this time on the publicly
available
portion
of
the
DrugBank
website
(https://go.drugbank.com/). We found these comments to be
useful in directing us to specific areas for improvement.
IV. DISCUSSION
Our experiences developing COVID-TIB have been
valuable along several dimensions. First, we were able to
stand up an end-to-end system that could be quickly retargeted
to new applications without annotated data sets. Key
ingredients were 1) availability of open, frequently updated
document collections (PubMed, ClinicalTrials.gov, CORD-19,
bioRXiv, MedRXiv, LitCovid) and tools to support document
ingest and keyword search; 2) use of a light-weight rule-based
NLP system, coupled with heuristic rules to assemble
information at the abstract level; 3) reach-back to capability
supporting full text search, with the ability to return snippets
as well as tables and figures; and 4) creation of a flexible

dashboard that provides an overview of the space, organized
along dimensions relevant to the problem space, including
ability to download results to a csv file.
This research has identified some key obstacles to address.
First, there is a need for constant maintenance of rapidly
evolving name spaces, such as for new drugs and for new
virus nomenclature and synonyms. While we were able to
make good use of existing resources (DrugBank; NCBI
taxonomy), these are not complete, and regular updating is
needed to keep pace with the emergence of new entities.
Second, this research highlights the importance of keeping a
resource like this up to date, including regular searches of new
literature and, equally important, the need to keep terminology
up to date. If users find that the system is incomplete or out of
date, this will erode trust and therefore, the utility of the
system.
Based on these experiences, one key area for further
development is to semi-automate the extension of dictionaries
and keyword lists, particularly the drug and virus dictionaries.
Extension of the drug dictionary could be semi-automated by
applying machine learning methods to identify candidate drug
names in articles and by integrating information from multiple
dictionaries; this would still require human review, but would
facilitate keeping the drug list up to date, which is critical for
ensuring the completeness of the resource
Overall, we have been greatly encouraged by the positive
response to the COVID-TIB system. The existing framework
can support a variety of use cases, such as conducting metaanalyses, writing reviews and synthesizing what is known, and
detecting new trends. We are currently exploring other
extensions and applications, taking advantage of the fact that
the framework can be quickly retargeted to new applications.
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